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Abstract 
 
We proposes a novel deep neural network based 
recommendation model named Convolutional and 
Dense-layer Matrix Factorization (CDMF) for 
Context-aware recommendation, which is to combine 
multi-source information from item description and 
tag information. CDMF adopts a convolution neural 
network to extract hidden feature from item 
description as document and then fuses it with tag 
information via a full connection layer, thus 
generates a comprehensive feature vector. Based on 
the matrix factorization method, CDMF makes rating 
prediction based on the fused information of both 
users and items. Experiments on a real dataset show 
that the proposed deep learning model obviously 
outperforms the state-of-art recommendation 
methods. 
 
1. Introduction  
 
The last few years have witnessed an explosion of 
information caused by the exponential growth of the 
Internet and World Wide Web, which confronted us 
with information overload and brought about an era 
of big data, appealing for efficient personalized 
recommender systems to assist the screening of 
useful information from various sources. To further 
improve user experiences and reflect personalization 
of individual users, various recommender systems 
have also been proposed recently in an active way 
towards personalized nomination of resources and to 
assist individuals for efficiently identifying their 
potential interest, leading to a variety of successful 
stories in the online recommendations of books [1], 
movies [2], news [3], TV programs [4], microblogs 
[5] and many others [6, 7, 8].  
Classic recommendation methods do have some 
shortcomings and deficiencies. The traditional 
collaborative filtering methods rely on user's rating 
matrix and it is inferior in recommendation accuracy. 
Secondly, such traditional methods as regression-
based models and network based methods focus on 
similarity calculation, therefore lack associations 
extracting of multi-source information from both 
users and items. Thirdly, such matrix factorization 
methods currently developed resort to feature 
extraction, and lack the use of multi-source context 
information from items, as tags, description, and so 
on. Existing studies try to use machine learning and 
deep learning models in recommendation [9, 10]. 
Such methods based on machine learning use 
Bayesian methods [11], clustering, ANNs, linear 
regression to minimize the error between predicted 
ratings and historical ratings.  
Deep learning is an emerging technique in the big 
data era [12], with lots of powerful models developed 
by utilizing deep neural networks. Although deep 
learning models have achieved outstanding 
performance in extracting hidden features, the 
problem of multi-source information fusion has not 
been effectively solved in the application fields, 
especially in recommendation. Therefore, to 
overcome these limitations, we propose a 
recommendation method based on a deep 
convolutional neural network, a dense-layer and a 
matrix factorization.  
The remaining of the paper is structured as 
follows. In Section 2 we present the overview of the 
related work. In Section 3 we present details of the 
proposed model. Then we present the experiments 
and results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the 
paper in Section 5. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
2.1 Classical Methods in Recommendation 
Collaborative filtering is the most typically 
designed recommendation method. A user-based 
design uses historical data to calculate similarities 
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between users and relies on such information to 
calculate discriminant scores for recommending 
candidate objects [3, 13]. An item-based design is 
formally equivalent to its user-based counterpart by 
exchanging the roles of users and objects [14]. To 
make use of information of objects, a content-based 
method further uses properties of objects to 
characterize their similarities [15]. To promote 
respective advantages of these two categories of 
approaches, hybrid approaches have also been 
proposed [16]. 
One of the most important aspects in a 
collaborative filtering method is the quantification of 
associations that measure relatedness of users or 
objects. Such a measure is typically derived from a 
transformation of matched relationships between 
characteristics of objects and preferences of users [17, 
18]. For example, in widely used methods such as the 
cosine vector similarity, users are represented as 
vectors of objects according to historical data, and 
similarities are calculated as the cosine of the angle 
between the vectors.  
Recent studies have also shown that 
recommendation methods based on the simulation of 
a diffusion process exhibit higher performance over 
classical collaborative filtering methods [8, 19]. For 
instance, network based methods have been widely 
used in recent years, which has been demonstrated 
that the simulation of interactive between users and 
items effectively improve recommendation accuracy. 
Besides, the heat-spreading method enhances 
recommendation diversity [20]. Social network 
among users extends the user-item relationship 
network used in recommendation [21]. However, 
these methods are short in using multi-source 
information, such as item description and tag 
information. 
 
2.2 Deep Learning Models in 
Recommendation 
 
Deep learning methods have been currently 
adopted in various areas in recommendation, 
including rating prediction [22], text recommendation 
[23], image recommendation [24], and location 
recommendation [25, 26].  
Deep neural network (DNN) creates a denser 
high-level semantic abstraction by combining low-
level features to automatically discover distributed 
representations of data, which has been mainly used 
to learn the hidden features from users and items in 
recommendation [27]. It usually reconstructs user or 
item-related information (including rating data, text 
and images, etc.) to obtain an implicit representation 
for a user or for an item, supporting further 
predictions of user preferences. DNNs fit complex 
nonlinear relationships by identifying and learning 
deep features, often used as tools to extract hidden-
layer features in complex associations between users 
and items [28, 29]. Convolutional neural network 
(CNN) is a focus in current research for image 
understanding. It works well when processing image 
and dealing with feature learning via local perception, 
pooling dimension reduction.  
The idea of local perception has been widely 
applied in the feature-extracted full-channel and local 
attention channels, used as feature extraction tools to 
obtain text features [30]. Multi-mode information 
also has been adopted in the recommendation of 
microblogging [31], using CNN and RNN to extract 
features from images and texts, and then combining 
them to make tag recommendations. In addition, 
CNN learns implicit representations of users and 
items from user reviews [32, 33]. Moreover, CNN 
has also been used for feature learning and extraction 
in image-related and music-related recommendations 
[34], generating better performance to traditional 
methods.  
The application of neural networks in 
recommendation is mainly in modeling the sequence 
impact from data, thus helping to obtain effective 
representation of users and items. It mainly relies on 
two aspects: one is the sequence pattern in users’ 
behavior, such as ratings, purchasing, should be 
considered in recommendation, and the other is that 
the use of words in modeling text information of both 
user and item should be extracted with implicit 
representations [35]. 
 
3. Convolutional and Dense-layers Matrix 
Factorization  
 
3.1. Overview of CDMF 
 
The overview of our proposed method CDMF is 
illustrated in Figure 1. We firstly initialize a latent 
vector from Gaussian distribution randomly for the 
representation of user information. Secondly, as for 
the item description, we resort to a CNN model in 
feature extraction and a vector that represents hidden 
features is generated in Figure 1(2). Thirdly, 
combined with the tag vectors as the input, we fuse 
multi-source information and generate feature vectors 
that represent items. Finally, the loss function is 
defined as the error between predicted rating and 
actual rating to adjust model parameters based on a 
back propagation process, and then obtain the 
optimal parameters for recommendation. Then, 
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combined with the user vector, we obtain predicted 
ratings via matrix factorization.  
 
3.2. Vector Representation in CDMF 
 
We partitioned the item information based on one 
of the following scenarios. When two items are 
similar in their descriptions, the combined 
consideration of tag information and item description 
can distinguish them obviously. For example, 
storylines of two stories, which are very close to each 
other, may not be distinguished obviously by their 
descriptions. While tag information, such as different 
year and actors, can help. Therefore, we adopt two 
kinds of contextual information for items, as listed in 
Table 1. We think tag information is a structured 
indicate as item feature and usually easy to compute 
while not easy to understand, even some tags need 
abundant semantic explanation. Item description is an 
unstructured summary for overall feature of items, 
which is usually a piece of neural language. The 
transformation from unstructured data to structured 
data is key and difficult in feature extraction process.  
 
Item Tags. An item generally has multiple 
attributes with different values. For example, a 
certain attribute set. Thus we denote an item matrix 
A(n, k) as a binary matrix, where A={T11, T12, …T1n; 
T21, T22, …T2m; …Tk1, Tk2, …Tkt} and the element 
Ai,j=1 presents that item i has attribute  j.  
 
Test Description. Such contexts for items, as the 
summary of a movie, reflect an overall profile with 
meaningful descriptions, which are comprehensive 
for human but need to be automatically extracted and 
converted into formal and uniform vectors for 
machine learning. To achieve this, we resort to a 
widely used natural language processing method 
Word2Vec [36], to get feature vectors for items and 
further calculate their similarities.  
 
Table 1. Tag information and item description. 
Feature  Value  Examples 
Tag Year, 
genre, 
actor 
1998, Adventure| Animation| 
Children|, Jones 
Description Summary, 
storyline 
Four 12-year-old girls grow up 
together during an eventful 
small-town summer in 1970. 
 
3.3. Information Processing in CDMF 
 
We illustrate the data processing in our proposed 
method Convolutional and Dense-layers Matrix 
Factorization (CDMF), by firstly illuminating the 
feature extraction process from item description, 
secondly explaining the dimension reduction process 
via a full connection layer, and finally developing the 
rating prediction process. 
 
3.3.1 Hidden feature extraction via an improved 
convolutional neural network (CNN). A general 
convolutional neural network includes an input layer, 
a convolution layer, a pooling layer, a full connection 
layer and an output layer. The convolutional layer 
performs convolution calculation on input data 
 
 
iu
j
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Figure 1: Convolutional and dense-layers matrix factorization (The black arrow indicate tensor forward flows 
and green is update parameters backpropagation) 
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through convolution kernels, adds bias to obtain the 
feature map after feature extraction, and adds the 
weighted sum of multiple feature mappings as the 
input of pooling layer. After many repeats of similar 
operation, the features from bottom layer to the high 
layer are finally delivered to full connected layer to 
get significant feature extraction. The pooling layer is 
also called subsampling layer, which reduces the 
dimension of data, and retains representative features 
to reduce the amount of computation in the model.  
The improved convolutional neural network. 
Different from traditional methods of text similarity 
calculation, we take item description as the input to 
realize the automatically extraction process for 
hidden features that are first represented as vectors 
and then learned via different convolution kernels. 
 
3.3.2 Fusing tags and text descriptions via 
dimension reduction. To effectively use multi-
source information in recommendation, we fuse 
information of item tags, text description and user-
item ratings.  
First, we merge two obtained vectors directly, one 
of which represents full information extracted form 
item tags, and the other is the low-dimensional vector 
as text descriptions, which is extracted by the 
improved convolutional neural network, mentioned 
in the above sub-section. Thus, two vectors are 
merged into an o-dimension one.  
Then, to avoid the sparsity and high-dimension of 
the vectors and to emphasize the most important 
features for the item, we use a full connection layer to 
make dimensional deduction for the merged vector 
and obtain an r-dimension vector.  
 
3.3.3 Rating prediction via matrix factorization 
and back propagation. We adopt matrix 
factorization for rating prediction, which is based on 
the mathematical matrix eigenvalue factorization to 
decompose a rating score matrix R(|U|, |V|) into a user 
matrix U(|U|, k) and an item matrix O(k, |V|), and uses the 
product of U(|U|, k) and O(k, |V|) to represent R(|U|, |V|), 
where |U| is the number of user and |V| is the number 
of item.  
Thus, a high-dimensional sparse rating matrix is 
decomposed into two matrices with lower dimensions 
and less sparseness, so that the rating of each user on 
the item 
^
T
ij i jr u o   can be obtained by the inner 
product of the two low-dimensional vectors. 
According to the descending order of the predicted 
rating, we obtain recommendation lists for all user 
[37].  
 
4. Experiments 
 
4.1 Dataset  
 
The dataset was obtained from MovieLens-10m 
(https://grouplens.org/) which consist of users’ 
explicit ratings on items on range of 1 to 5 and tags 
information of items (movies), such as year, genres, 
actors (Table 1). Description documents such as 
summaries and storylines of movie and clerks table 
of item, we obtained them from movies information 
pages on IMDB provided by MovieLens researchers 
(https://www.imdb.com/). For optimizing results, we 
drop movies that are lack of above information and 
rated less than twice. Thus, the dataset contains 
9,390,713 ratings by 69,878 users on 9,492 movies, 
the mean length of description of each movie is 72.5 
and the overall density is 1.42%. 
We preprocessed item description according to 
[37, 38], by firstly sentences to set maximum length 
of raw documents to 195 (the maximum length of all 
cleaned sentences in the dataset), then removing stop 
words, stemming word by Porter stemmer and thirdly 
selecting most frequency occurring 8,000 words to 
build vocabulary, and finally setting all out-of-
vocabulary words to special label. To fuse tags 
information of movies into our model, we gathered 
three important tags for each movie, they are year, 
genres and actors. We only select actors who occurs 
twice or more in the dataset and top 10 actors for 
each movie. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the tag 
information. 
 
4.2 Evaluation criteria 
 
To evaluate recommendation performance of each 
model on the MovieLens dataset, we randomly 
divided the data set into a training set (80%), a 
validation set (10%) and a test set (10%). We use 
RMSE as the evaluation criteria, and the difference 
between the predicted and actual ratings represents 
the performance of the model. We use results in 
validation set to tune our model and finally report the 
results evaluating in test set. 
2|U| |V| ^
_
ij ij
i j
r r
RMSE
n ratings
 
 
 


 
 
4.3 Methods comparison 
 
To evaluate our proposed method, we select three 
comparison methods and illustrate them in brief as 
below.  
     (4) 
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NMF: Non-negative Matrix Factorization is a 
state-of-the-art recommendation model [39]. 
PMF: Probabilitisitic Matrix Factorization is a 
standard rating prediction model that only uses 
ratings [40]. 
CTR: Collaborative topic regression (CTR) is a 
recently proposed tightly coupled method, which was 
proposed for recommendation on implicit feedback 
data. CTR is a probabilistic graphical model that 
seamlessly integrates a topic model, Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA), and a model-based CF method, 
probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [41]. In our 
experiment, CTR is for processing text topics in 
movie description but without using tag information. 
Because we use explicit feedback datasets, we set the 
rating to 1 if ui rate on oj and 0 otherwise. 
 
5. Results 
 
Experiment results on MovieLens-10m dataset 
are shown in Table 2. In general, our proposed model 
CDMF obviously outperforms others. For instance, 
the improvements of CDMF compared to NMF and 
PMF are around 11.00%, and 4.26%, respectively.  
 
Table 2. RMSE of different model  
Model RMSE Improvement 
NMF 0.885 11.00% 
PMF 0.822 4.26% 
CTR 0.819 3.93% 
CDMF 0.787 - 
 
NMF is very similar to PMF, but the latent factors 
of users and items are positive. So NMF only reflects 
users' preferences, and cannot reflect users’ negative 
opinions on items. Consequently, the performance of 
NMF is worst. Although PMF is good at avoiding 
overfitting, the ability of learning latent factors is a 
little bit poor, and history ratings are adopted only in 
PMF, so less information is utilized than CTR and 
CDMF. 
The comparison between CDMF and CTR 
indicates that the representation of sentences learnt 
by topic model is worse than convolutional neural 
network. The limitation of LDA topics mixture of 
CTR is the lack of consideration of the relative 
positions among words, perhaps caused by its 
underlying unigram text pattern [41].  
The results of both experiments demonstrate that 
CDMF integrating tags and documents 
simultaneously outperforms other methods. It is 
proved that the fused comprehensive feature vector 
effectively reflects external characteristics of items, 
e.g. tags, and help to generate item latent vector.  
It indicates that using tag information and textual 
modeling together addresses the problems lacking of 
clearly source of text. In a word, CDMF inherits the 
idea of classical recommendation method on using 
rating matrix, and at the same time, the integration of 
the comprehensive item information by deep learning 
has obtained a more accurate prediction result, and 
the RMSE was decreased over 3.93% by the best 
competitor CTR. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Distribution on year and genre. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
We proposed a novel deep learning 
recommendation model, namely CDMF, to combine 
item tags and text descriptions for personalized 
recommendation. Firstly, text descriptions are 
embedded to a matrix via the embedding method 
word2vec, then hidden features are extracted by a 
convolution neural network, and the item tags are 
integrated. After a full connection layer for fusing 
different features, a comprehensive feature vector for 
items is generated. We set deviation adjustment for 
vectors of both users and items, and finally get the 
predicted user ratings with higher accuracy by the 
inner product of the item and user vector according to 
the idea of matrix factorization.  
Though the experimental validations, the result of 
our model CDMF shows that methods considering 
both text descriptions and tags of an item are 
supposed to be more effective than those using partial 
characteristics of an item, which indicates the 
necessity of fusion multiple source information is a 
promising research focus in future studies.  
As for future work, firstly, one can consider other 
prediction methods as the alternatives of the basic 
matrix factorization method, such as PMF, SVD and 
deep neural network models. Secondly, we choose a 
simple structure when we use CNN to extract hidden 
features from text description. Therefore, the 
development of CNN structure can be further 
considered, especially, the idea of three-channel in 
image recognition for information fusion. 
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